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Inuvialuit Corporate Group Update

IRC Board of Directors Meeting and Motions
IRC Board Meeting Call to Order
Duane Smith, Chair & Chief Executive Officer called the
November 17-19 meeting to order at 9:15 am. He welcomed
everyone to the meeting in attendance in person and over the MS
Teams videoconference app. In person, Duane welcomed CC Chair
and IRC Board Members Ryan Yakeleya (Tuktoyaktuk), Jordan
McLeod (Aklavik), John Lucas Jr. (Sachs Harbour), Lawrence
Ruben (Paulatuk), Colin Okheena (Ulukhaktok) and Gerald
(Jerry) Inglangasuk (Inuvik). IRC staff Director of Operations
Lucy Kuptana and Chief Administrative Officer Todd Orvitz
were present at IRC Corporate Group Building Umingmak Board
Room. They were joined by Special Advisor Kate Darling and
Chief Financial Officer Mark Fleming on video.

Inuvialuit Investment Corporation (IIC)

Colin Okheena provided an opening prayer. Duane Smith opened
the meeting with condolences and gratitude to the Board Members
present, especially after these difficult months as we have lost
elders and loved ones in all our communities. We are thinking of
the families and thank you for being here this week and for your
continued support.

Kate Darling reported by videoconference and with a written
report presented to the IRC Board of Directors. Storage is at
84%, close to full and in good shape over the seasonal road
closure. With Inuvik Gas Ltd. General Manager now on rotation
to overcome difficulties seeing family with COVID regulations, a
job description for local capacity building has been put together to
support someone local having the opportunity to fill this important
role in the future.

Inuvialuit Corporate Group (ICG)
Board Meetings in 2021
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation (IRC)

•
•
•
•

February 23 – 25, 2021
April 20 - 22, 2021
August 17 -19, 2021
November 23 - 25, 2021

Inuvialuit Development Corporation (IDC)

•
•
•
•

February 18, 2021 (Teleconference)
April 14, 2021 (Edmonton)
August 12, 2021 (Teleconference)
November 19, 2021 (Edmonton)

Inuvialuit Investment Corporation (IIC)

•
•
•
•
•

February 19, 2021 (Teleconference)
April 13, 2021 (Edmonton)
May 25, 2021 (Teleconference)
August 13, 2021 (Teleconference)
November 2 & 3, 2021 (Toronto)

Audit Committee

•
•
•

April 19, 2021 (Inuvik)
September 10, 2021 (Teleconference)
December 2, 2021 (Edmonton)

Enrolment Committee
•
April 7 – 9, 2021 (Inuvik)
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IIC Chair, Floyd Roland, reported to the IRC Board of Directors
by teleconference from Yellowknife. He offered some caution to
the IRC Board as it continues to be challenging to continue to
achieve strong returns in the markets. IIC management is heavily
involved with the investment managers and with the added market
volatility and the effects of COVID, staff have been working much
harder to keep the portfolio performing. Portfolio value is $563M,
up from $540M at prior YE, YTD revenue is $24.9M, up from
$19.2M budget. Portfolio fees continue to be well below market.
IIC has outperformed the market by 3% over the last year, and that
3% is worth over $16M of extra profit in the last 12 months. 

Inuvialuit Petroleum Corporation (IPC)

IRC Board Motions
Mark Fleming presented the proposed budget for IPC; ILC; and
IRC to the Board. He reported that all companies are budgeted to
be profitable in 2021 as is IDC and IIC. He noted that IRC core
costs charged as Management fees to subsidiaries have remained
consistent since 2012 at $ 7.5M. He reported that the IIC Board
and the IDC Board have approved their budgets.
Motion 37/20: UPON MOTION DULY MADE BY John Lucas
Jr., seconded by Jordan McLeod, and unanimously carried, IT
WAS RESOLVED THAT:
The Board approve the non-consolidated budget of IRC for 2021;
also approve the 2021 budgets of IPC and ILC as presented.
Motion 38/20: UPON MOTION DULY MADE BY Gerald
Inglangasuk, seconded by Colin Okheena, and unanimously
carried, IT WAS RESOLVED THAT:
Based on the approved IRC Elders Payment policy – a payment
of $ 500 will be paid to 710 Elders over the age of 60 years before
December 02, 2020.
IRC Board Appointments
• IDC Chairperson: reappoint Patrick Gruben (3 year term).
• Arbitration Board: reappoint Marjorie Hansen (3 year term).
• Inuvialuit Investment Corporation: reappoint Barry James
and Phyllis Clark (3 year term).
• Audit Committee: Gloria Iatridis, Fiona MacFarlane and
Victoria Davies (2 year term).
• IDC Board of Directors: Ellice Schneider, Ben Hansen,
Russell Noksana, Robert McLeod, and Lynne Charbonneau (3 year term).
• Compensation Committee: Colin Okheena, D. Alan Smith,
and Barry James (3 year term).
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Message from Inuvialuit Regional Corporation Chair & CEO
Aaqana Beneficiaries, Quviahugluhi Qitchirvingmi, Nutaami
Ukiumi Quviahugluhi!
During important or difficult times, Inuvialuit are used to coming
together.
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation is proud of all the ways
beneficiaries have been able to work together at this time and all
we have been able to safely accomplish.
Recognizing the IRC and IDC staff for all your hard work, this
has been an extremely busy quarter.
IRC’s Elders Benefit payment went out in December and our
budgets remain on track through global volatility.
We are pleased to see CCs coming together to organize and
distribute supplies, individuals willing to drop items off to Elders
in their communities, and harvesters out on behalf of their other
members during recent harvesting seasons. Securing freezers for
each Inuvialuit Settlement Region community is an achievement to
note as these freezers get up and running. Such examples continue
to demonstrate positive results from our unity and cooperation.
Congratulations to the community of Ulukhaktok which has
adapted to current circumstances by taking full advantage of
their radio station and making safe participation in meetings
possible throughout everyone’s homes, including simultaneously
translation (Koana Jean Ekpakohak!).

I encourage you to think about applying for Inuvialuit Harvesters
Assistance Program in January 2021. IRC has been able to steadily
add to the Inuvialuit Harvesters Assistance Trust and buoy these
investment funds. We have been insisting on the value of on the
land activities with Canada resulting in IRC’s ability to offer not
only On the Land supports for the past 4 seasons specifically as a
COVID precautionary step, but also a Harvesters Support Grant as
a general reconciliation measure with Canada. We continue to look
with pride on those able and willing to consistently contribute their
time and efforts to community harvests, or gather the wood and
ice for their Elders. In addition to spending time on the land for
your individual well-being, many are now including and teaching
younger generations these family bonding skills and practices.

We persist by continuing to find ways beyond physical gathering
to honor, as a large community, those Elders it is so hard to lose Inuvialuit Regional Corporation appreciates the ongoing patience
of beneficiaries during this time and wishes all beneficiaries and
and by contributing our ongoing support to the families.
their families a safe and comfortable Christmas holiday.
Some very important housekeeping matters to keep in mind and
Quviahugluhi Qitchirvingmi!
Aar̂igaa,
remind your family of when we start the New Year:
Make sure all those turning 18 know about Enrolment coming up
with a deadline in March so those who are already 18, or who will
be 18 by April 30, 2021, can benefit from the Inuvialuit Trust. We
also ask that parents register their children with IRC Enrolment as
soon as they are able. Registration means their children can more
immediately benefit from all our programming and contribution
agreements and look forward to all their benefits and rights as
Inuvialuit.

Nunga Felix designed the 2020 Inuvialuit Corporate Christmas Card.

Duane Ningaqsiq Smith
Atanrur̂ uq Katimar̂ uanun
Chair & Chief Executive Officer

Top:Duane Smith looks over the shelves ready for community freezers
in a warehouse staging the supplies to prepare communities for
COVID-19. Above: Inuvialuit Regional Corporation Board of Directors
L-R back row: Duane Smith, Ryan Yakeleya, Jordan McLeod, John
Lucas Jr., Lawrence Ruben front L-R: Colin Okheena, Gerald
Inglangasuk.
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Member Comments: Aklavik, Paulatuk, and Inuvik Updates
Aklavik Community Corporation (ACC)
Chair Jordan McLeod: ACC would like to welcome Karlyn
Blake as the Finance Officer and Skylar Storr as Casual Program
Administrator. In March, we finished up our Brighter Future
Sewing Program making mukluks, mitts and parka covers. We
also hosted a Muskox qiviut workshop with 6 participants led
by Lena Wolki from Sachs Harbour, funded by ITI. A Firearms
Certificate Course was led by Benjamin Williams and funded
through IRC Education & Training. Community caribou harvest,
wood delivery program, community moose harvest as well as IRC
COVID equipment distribution kept staff and ACC board busy
throughout closures. Medical kits, sewing kits, fish nets and life
jackets were given out on a first come first serve basis and other
equipment was distributed through a household draw. Garden
boxes were built and will be given out this spring with soil and
seeds, ACC ordered 30 additional fish nets so that every household
that requested a fishnet received one.
Brighter Futures canoe lessons with Taylor McLeod had 38
participants, elder and youth program hosted a family skate/hockey
event and cook out and Aklavik HTC cabin repairs were completed
on the community cabin located near the coast.
Aklavik Inn is open at this time.
The Aklavik Elders Committee meets on a monthly basis, the
ACC Program Coordinator is assisting with their scheduled
programs. Some programs they have planned include: take an
elder on the land or fishing, and a weekly merchandise bingo.
An advertisement is out to recruit one Elder Committee member.
Paulatuk Community Corporation (PCC)
Chair Lawrence Ruben: PCC did a caribou harvest for the
elders and single mothers which has been a success. The sewing
material has come in very handy for many who have made good
use of it. We thank IRC for the walk-in freezer which we were
in terrible need of this fall as our community freezer was at full
capacity and still is. We will set it up for Spring 2021. Now that
they have a freezer, a walk-in food processor would benefit the
community as well.

Inuvik Community Corporation (ICC)
Chair Gerald Inglangasuk: New staff include Michele Firth, as
Brighter Futures Coordinator (replacing Alexandrea Inglangasuk
Gordon who accepted a job at the Joint Secretariat), Daniel
Rogers as Custodian and Misty Aviguana as Casual. Elections
for Directors and Inuvik Elders Committee Counselors will be
December 16.
Brighter Futures programming will aim their delivery toward
online, virtual programs for our members. Programming focus
is Language and Cultural Activities, which may include virtual
beading/sewing circles and interactive teaching of Drum Dancing
and story-telling to follow COVID-19 restrictions.
ICC received the following COVID funds from the Inuvialuit to
plan and prepare a community harvest of caribou and geese to
be distributed to our membership: $30,000 COVID Community
Harvest Plan, $50,000 Community Response Plan. ICC purchased
Cranberries, Dry fish Herring, Whitefish, Coney, and one whole
Moose cut up and packaged for distribution to members from
September to November 2020. October 2 we worked with IRC,
Northwind Industries, and volunteers to distribute food from
Second Harvest which happened over an hour and a half. Elder
delivery is something we will coordinate with delivery drivers
if given a similar opportunity in the future. ICC also received
$4,593.00 in funds from United Way to purchase, prepare, and
distribute elder’s cleaning supplies.
With the help of Brian Rogers and Donna Johns, we were able
to prepare 140 sewing kits to our membership, which include
materials to make parkas. These materials were provided by the
Inuvialuit Cultural Centre (ICRC).
Reindeer Station was rented by Project Jewel and by Education &
Training Sr. Manager Veronica Kasook for Professional
Development. ICC is working with ARI on climate change issues
including monitoring and research. ICC is also concerned about
moving quickly on Husky Lakes Trail Access in order to protect
permafrost and damage to the trail area near Hans Creek.

PCC has received food donations and will be distributing it when
we figure out how to do it fairly.
The Federal government and IRC have helped the community
during COVID with big ticket items like augers, chainsaws,
fishnets, meat-grinders, food savers.
As you know COVID-19 has had a negative effect on us but we
are resilient and able to adapt. Although we are part of the global
pandemic, we try to remain as normal as possible but are prepared
to comply with the regional orders if told.
IDC Tour with Aklak, Stantons, and IDC Construction had a lot of
questions, about feasibility of having Stantons in the community,
Aklak freight and especially IDC Construction/Nappaq. Paulatuk
would like to see the 4-plex finished and move on.
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Right: Lawrence Ruben, IRC Board Member and Chair of Paulatuk
Community Corporation raffles off a fishnet to members.
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Community Corporation Update Submitted by Sachs Harbour
Sachs Harbour Community Corporation (SCC)
Chair John Lucas Jr. reports the pandemic was felt in Sachs
Harbour especially with Aklak flights reduced. The COVID
funding helped with the purchase of geese and musk-ox, Food
Hampers and meat packs for the membership a total of 38,599.91.
For Community Harvests, a total of 7 harvesters were hired for
geese and musk-ox that were distributed to the membership.
There were a total of 35 sewing kits materials for Parka’s/
Jackets thanks to the lnuvialuit Cultural Resource Centre. One
experienced seamstress was hired to help with distributing as best
we could to the membership.
Meat Packs were delivered to the membership and the remaining
$800 per household used to shop at either the local Coop Store
or Stantons (lnuvik) from the COVID-19 Funding.
COVID Funding Equipment & Supplies have been distributed to
membership and a final report given to Lucy Kuptana & Brandon
Johnston. The community is slowly receiving freezers by Aklak
by both regular flights and also charters: members are happy with
the equipment and freezers.
With the assistance of Samuel Dyck, Program & Policy Analyst
at IRC, an application for $25,000 for elders and youth on the
land programming for next summer has been filled.
The IDC Tour was held on October 14, 2020 in Sachs Harbour.
Members brought up concerns with Aklak- mainly concerning the
50% that is supposed to be balanced between both Sachs Harbour
and Ulukhaktok Aklak flights that is not happening, Ulukhaktok
is taking 70% in passengers and freight. On the good note, Aklak
is considering offering a 12:00 noon flight to accommodate the
Sachs Harbour membership request.
The PolarGrizz Hotel and Vehicle Rentals has closed due to
concerns with the pandemic until further notice.
The SHCC/SHDC is meeting the 1st Wednesday of each month
to keep updated on business and community concerns.
SHCC Elections for three (3) Directors, Election Day is set for
December 14th, 2020.
All election results and CC will be published in the next ICG
Update Newsletter.

Left top: Two of the lucky fishnet winners in Paulatuk.
Left middle and below: Tyrone Raddi MAIS Coordinator
install AIS units and CB radios to the two boat owners selected
by SHCC (see below with Logan Gruben job-shadowing
Tyrone in the Marine Equipment installation) as more COVID
readiness merchandise arrived on the same charter for
distribution.
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Member Comments: Written Updates from Tuktoyaktuk
Tuktoyaktuk Community Corporation (TCC)
Chair Ryan Yakeleya: From living amongst a pandemic and
losing our Chairperson, the time has been challenging. Within our
organization including other affiliates, we have 32 contribution
agreements totaling in $2.4 million dollars.
We spent a total of $68,500 in partnership with the Tuktoyaktuk
Hunters & Trappers Committee on a moose, muskox, whale, fish,
and geese harvest for the community. This allowed us to stock up
on some muktuk for the winter in the icehouse and to deliver freshly
harvested country foods to our Membership. We hired a total of 18
harvesters and delivered 106 country food bundles.
We delivered 203 sewing kits to members of the community with
the contributions from the Inuvialuit Resource Cultural Centre.
We hired 2 experienced seamstresses to cut and package all the
materials.
Brighter Futures: Summer Cultural Camp, Dry Fish making and
Krengnektak’s Fall Harvest all saw success with eager youth.
We recently hired Devalynn Pokiak as an Administrative Clerk.
Glenna Emaghok was hired as Friendship Centre Project
Coordinator until March 31, 2021.

Like many organizations, The Aimayunga Women’s Shelter has
also been affected by the Covid-19 Pandemic, keeping our shelter
clean, taking precautions & having extra measures put in place to
avoid cases. We lost our Executive Director, Mary Cockney due
to housing shortages. One big challenge we face, is housing. A lot
of clients who try to flee violence also face this challenge. From
cancelling programs, to having big staff changes, we still provided
a safe place for our client and the shelter continued to remain open
24/7. We have since hired Kannessa Cardinal as the Executive
Director, a full-time Maintenance person and a full time Program
Coordinator. AWS can now host programs for the clients, & for
the women & children in our community. These programs will
include, women’s sharing sessions & support groups, sewing
classes, art classes, along with moms & toddler programs. The
Aimayunga Women’s shelter is currently offering a 3-month
project called “The Women’s Empowerment Project” to provide
every woman in the community a chance to feel acknowledged &
accepted for who they are & what they do. The goals would be to
raise awareness for women & to empower them to come together
as one. We are hoping a video of the project will bring women
empowerment not just in the community but all over. “Learning
for little hands” is a 8-week program to guide mothers to teach
their toddlers to enhance their motor & communications skills
while creating healthy habits at a young age & fostering a lifelong
commitment to physical activities. The mothers & toddlers really
appreciate this program, which has meant mothers & toddlers
could come out for an afternoon to enjoy fun, planned activities
& we are hoping it make it continuous.

Progress on 2017-2019 Tuktoyaktuk Community Strategic
Plan- with a CIRNAC contribution, we built 6 smoke houses
for community members. TCC has established a great working
relationship with the Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk and work together
on a lot of initiatives and programs for the community. Together,
we distributed the Second Harvest Food to our community and are In October, we were finally able to open the doors of the Jason
currently planning Christmas events.
Jacobson Youth Centre again. Jewel Keevik is our new Youth
Coordinator and has been doing a tremendous job! Throughout
Beautification Tuk project is completed as of October 8, 2020,
the month youth keep busy doing daily programming, with movie
painting a total of 5 houses this summer. On rainy days the pool,
nights, playing ping pong and pool, arctic sports, and using the
benches, arena change room area and the stage at the baseball
consoles and computers that the youth enjoy very much! They
diamond were also painted.
have a cooking club twice a week and baking once a week. We
Each month at our Regular Board Meeting, the issue of a cultural are happy to see the youth back in the centre.
camp is raised. We need a cultural camp to administer programs
150K CIRNAC funding renewed for a year, Community Based
beneficial to our Membership and have applied to On the Land
Climate Monitoring Project will again start monitoring on Nov.
Collaborative. For our Heritage & Cultural Centre, ongoing
23, 2020 week; after a successful fall season they needed to wait
meetings and completing proposals as we seek funding for the
until the ice completely freezes for their work.
two parcels of land.
For Smart Ice Project, community members measure the ice in
We are in the process of ensuring that Tuktoyaktuk Development
culturally sensitive travel areas every winter to ensure the safety
Corporation is in good standing to ensure we can take on future
of our community/hunters while travelling, information regarding
contracts.
ice thickness is shared online. We will be offering a course to get
A public event took place in September of 2020, Aimayunga more people involved in the program, and serviced all equipment
Women’s Shelter hosted their “Take Back The Night” community in preparation for the new patrols this winter, first patrol is Salt
walk. As cold as it was that day, we still managed to have lake trail.
community members participate & join the walk with us. We
TCC held a meeting with the Canadian Coast Guard bringing all
had our community wellness worker, youth counsellor, social
our needs to light and advocating for more support and a regional
workers, RCMP & the public take part. We strongly believe this
base centered in the ISR- particularly in our community. The
walk encouraged more of the public to be aware of the real issue’s
PEMSA 2 project started in May 2020. 4 individuals monitor the
women face today to stop violence & end the silence.
waters for small vessels, provide safety information and conduct
volunteer questionnaires to gather vessel information.
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Updates from Ulukhaktok

Ulukhaktok Community Corporation (UCC)
Chair Colin Okheena: With Contribution agreements received
from IRC, UCC purchased fish, geese, and ducks during the spring
for membership households. Member households received either
a $250 gift card to either stores, or a $250 gas voucher. UCC also
purchased lumber to build a couple of cabins for down the west
coast of Ulukhaktok. A total of 33 Sewing Kits were distributed
to community members. Big Koana to IRC/ICRC for the sewing
materials. Lots of beautiful sewings have been created. Brighter
Futures Sewing classes have begun for youth ages 13-18 and also
for adults with 2 sewing instructors for each group.
UCC had the Community Freezer levelled off, put wall up and
installed doors. The freezer is ready to be hooked up with solar
and electricity.
A public meeting was held October 8th in regards to Alcohol/drug
issues in the community. A Suicide Prevention walk took place in
early fall. Community members are busy up at Fish lake, however
fishing for char is very slow right now. Some members are also
fortunate to harvest some caribou and musk-ox.
Ulukhaktok Community Corporation held a Major Raffle draw for
2 – Expedition Sport 900 Ace at $20 per ticket with a total of 1000
tickets printed. With these funds raised from raffle we were able to
purchase more supplies; augers, stoves, nets to give out member
households. We sold a total of 531 tickets which we raised a total
amount of $10,620.00. Mark Ekootak and Pat Klengenberg
were the winners (photos on the right)! We celebrated Marge’s
5 years of service to the Ulukhaktok Community Corporation
as Corporate Manager with a coffee break with staff and board
members. Congratulations Marge! Looking forward to 5 more.
Helena Ekootak has been hired as casual Economic Development
Officer.
Notice for Tender was put out to the public for “Cabin Building.”
The successful candidate was Adam Inuktalik. 2 cabins are
to be built and then transported to Kigivik (down the coast of
Ulukhaktok) It has been many years and this is finally a start to
our “Wellness Healing Camp” we’ve wanted to build. Materials
were purchased from Nappaq Construction. We anticipate to have
the cabins built and transported by spring of 2021.
IRC Community Support staff, Shelly and Marlene were in for a
visit to assist Marge and Kim with year end Audit entries. UCC’s
Annual General Meeting was held October 6th. This year, with
COVID was held a bit different. UCC allowed the maximum of 25
people in the community hall and had the meeting aired on local
radio. Members were able to call in with their attendance and had
opportunity to call in with any questions, comments, or concerns.
There was a good turnout and a total of 110 for attendance. Very
good feedback from community members as to how the meeting
was done up.
Items from IRC, we have distributed to member households as Above: Mark Ekootak, and below, Pat Klengenberg are lucky draw
well. Right now we are in the process of organizing food hampers/ winners with UCC for the two machines. Marge Akoaksion takes
notes at the October IDC Meeting. UCC recently celebrated her 5 years
turkeys for member households. 
of service to the community corporation as Manager. Congratulations!
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Inuvialuit Energy Security Project FAQ www.iesp.inuvialuit.com
Inuvialuit Energy Security Project (IESP)
The Inuvialuit Petroleum Corporation (IPC) is proposing to
develop the M-18 well with technical support from Ferus Natural
Gas Fuels Inc. (Ferus NGF).

What are the local benefits of the project?
The key benefits of the IESP include energy security, reduced
cost of living, regional economic development, employment,
contracting, training and capacity building opportunities, and a
meaningful reduction of GHG emissions.

The Project involves the construction of a gas plant that will
convert natural gas into liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG), which How soon could IESP start?
can then be transported to customers for power and heating The timeline for this project is aggressive due to its urgency, but
applications.
achievable. We are aiming for first gas production and transportation in Summer 2022. We have completed the first round of comIESP Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
munity consultations, initiated front-end engineering and design
Since June, the Inuvialuit Petroleum Corporation (IPC) and
(FEED), and are on track to submitting our various applications
Ferus Natural Gas Fuels (Ferus NGF) have conducted dozens of
to the relevant regulatory agencies.
consultations and engaged with many community organizations
and co-management bodies about the proposed Inuvialuit Energy If the IESP is approved, civil works would take place in early
Security Project (IESP).
2021 and plant construction is scheduled for the fall of 2021 and
early winter of 2022.
IPC and Ferus NGF shared their vision about how the IESP could
establish a secure local energy supply that could support families, How could M-18 well development have a better outcome than
the Ikhil well?
businesses and communities for more than 100 years.
The M-18 well is in a completely different formation than the Ikhil
well. The geology of the M-18 well has been validated by experts
Community members learned about the anticipated components
and the size of the reservoir is considerably larger than Ikhil.
of the IESP including the construction of a short all- weather
access road from the ITH to the M-18 wellsite; the completion M-18 has an estimated 335 billion cubic feet (BCF) of gas in place
of the existing suspended well at M-18; the fabrication, transport with 278 BCF identified as recoverable. This is enough gas to supand commissioning of a small gas processing facility; and the ply the region for approximately 100 years. In addition, M-18 sits
production and transportation of natural gas and gas liquids to above the gas-water line so it would not water-out like Ikhil did.
local consumers.
Is this the only well you are looking at?
This well is in a condition unlike any of the other exploratory wells
Through the community consultations, IPC and Ferus NGF sought
that were drilled in the region. This is the only well being looked
to:
at with the IESP.
(1) provide as much information about the proposed IESP as
possible, (2) gain early feedback from potentially affected people
and communities as well as traditional knowledge that might be
relevant to the development; (3) identify potential effects of the
development and demonstrate how the negative effects will be
mitigated; and (4), address or resolve (if possible, at this early
stage of project development) any concerns expressed about the
proposed IESP.
Who are the project proponents and why Ferus?
The IPC is proposing the IESP with the support of Ferus NGF.

How much will our heating and power bills go down as a result
of IESP?
The exact numbers are not yet known at this early stage but one of
the main reasons and key benefits of the project is to meaningfully
reduce the cost of energy in every household.
What is the capital cost of the IESP?
We will have a better understanding of the capital cost of this
project once we complete the FEED work this winter. No final
investment decision will be made until the number is known and
approved by Inuvialuit leadership.

IESP going forward
The Inuvialuit Petroleum Corporation is a subsidiary of the
Consultations will continue throughout the duration and developInuvialuit Regional Corporation and its principle objective is to
ment of the project, including during operations. IPC and Ferus
facilitate the engagement of Inuvialuit in the energy and resources
NGF are committed to ensuring residents are informed about and
sector with a specific focus on northern oil and gas opportunities.
supportive of the Project.
Ferus NGF is a small, private company based in Calgary, AB that
Relevant updates will be provided by direct mail, email, posters
has been building a liquefied natural gas (LNG) business in western
and on the IPC website and IRC social media channels.
and northern Canada since 2011. Ferus NGF owns and operates
Canada’s first merchant LNG facility near Grande Prairie, AB and IPC and Ferus NGF are always open and available to answer queshas safely delivered 17 million gallons of LNG to the NWT and tions directly as they arise. Find current information and direct
YT for remote power generation.
contact information at: www.iesp.inuvialuit.com
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IESP Opportunity Guide, LNG 101 and the role of IRC Capacity Team
IESP Opportunities Guide
An “IESP Opportunities Guide” related to employment,
contracting and capacity building will be circulated broadly. It
includes examples of responsibilities and exact path to training and
skills for each expected career to prepare for a potential Inuvialuit
Energy Security Development including: Office Administrator/
Plant Administrator, Heavy-Duty Mechanic Journeyman, Health,
Safety & Environment (HSE) Coordinator, Logistics Coordinator,
Parts Coordinator, Plant and Well Maintenance, Plant Operator,
Truck Driver.
This document will be amended and updated as more specifics of
a potential plant are known through engineering and design work
but we want all beneficiaries to be prepared to take advantage of
opportunities when they will be available.
Natural Gas 101 (Coming Soon in 2021)
An educational resource to offer background information around
different components of the supply chain and basic knowledge
of the normal gas to liquids process in LNG development. This
module is being put together with unbiased expertise in energy
production and environmental conservation and funded by GNWT
for communities and for those interested.

Capacity
Capacity Advisors are Katherine Ciboci and Leanna Steen,
reporting to Lucy Kuptana, Director of Operations.
Much of their work aligns and supports other reporting areas,
like meeting to make more apprenticeship opportunities with
IDC Construction, or the ongoing Development of the Inuvialuit
Bachelor of Education Immersion program you might also find
under Inuvialuktun and Cultural area goals.
Contribution to the IESP Opportunities Guide falls under
their mandate, and their work has recently meant conducting
follow-up interviews regarding career interests and encouraging
possible ongoing apprenticeships with Ferus Summer students
Neil Kuptana and Dawson Elias in the areas of their career
interests. With such work, the Capacity team is closely involved in
supporting the needs of the ISR communities and its beneficiaries.

Capacity Advisors work with community members to improve or
enhance all areas of obtaining a meaningful lifestyle with dignity,
whether it be healthy living, cultural activities, or increasing
education levels. The needs are met by working together with
partnerships to navigate challenges or barriers and by developing
programs and skills to support beneficiaries. Community members
IRC and IPC hope the educational modules will bring more must lead the successful initiatives. Email Katherine: kciboci@
awareness and attract the interest of the next generation of budding inuvialuit.com or Leanna: lsteen@inuvialuit.com
tradespeople and geophysicists.
Some of their to-do list:
•

Create an Inuvialuit Labour Pool, comparing to Labour
Market trends so that beneficiaries will know where gaps
are to fill.

•

Put together material about post secondary requirements for
designated careers.

•

Help and provide additional support so students stay in school;
research Housing policy for those attending school outside
their community.

•

Meet with CCs to identify training needs in the ISR.

•

Participate in Steering Committee on Digital Literacy.

•

Work with HR to develop and implement succession plans for
each role within the Inuvialuit Corporate Group.

New Literacy Instructor Coordinator, Innuarnun Ilisaruktuanun
Ilisautji
Elizabeth (Liz) Holloway is the new workplace literacy and essential skills instructor-coordinator in Inuvik working for Frontier
College in partnership with the IRC and IRC’s Capacity to provide
free tutoring on literacy, numeracy, communication, and digital
skills. She can collaborate with employers to offer workplace tutoring and help people to prepare for the trades entrance exam by
creating learning plans that are customized to each learner’s needs.
You can find her office in the Sun Child E-Learning Centre on the
second floor above the drug store in Inuvik 201 – 125 MacKenzie
Rd.. Or you can reach her by phone at 780-499-4070 or by email
at eholloway@frontiercollege.ca. Quyanainni. 
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Inuvialuit Development Corporation in Sachs Harbour
Inuvialuit Development Corporation Tour and Business Updates
The IDC Chairperson travelled to the communities of Sachs
Harbour (October 13), Ulukhaktok (October 20) and Paulatuk
(October 21) along with Ken Dalton General Manager for Aklak,
Rino Driscoll General Manager for Stanton Group. IDC Chair and
Management were on hand to hear concerns from members and
opened the meeting to questions from community members. The
questions were similar in nature to the concerns often brought to
the IRC Board members attention and were mainly centered around
Aklak, Stantons and IDCC. The attendance of the IDC Chair and
senior management was well received; a commitment has been
made to make this a more frequent occurrence. Communities will
see ongoing follow-up on questions reported to the IRC Board.
FAQ sheets on Aklak, Stantons and CNI were handed out at the
meetings.
Stanton Group
Management fees to IDC increased 17% (total cash paid in the
last 3 years of $3.8M) despite gross margins decreasing 2%. This
management fee increase was in order to keep prices lower for
beneficiaries. Donations to beneficiary causes and community
events doubled ($20K to $40K) in the last three years.
• Inuvik store - Sales are up 7% in the last three years
•

Tuktoyaktuk store - Sales are up 17% in the last three years.
Profit is up 8% in the last three years

•

Aklavik store - Sales are up 36% in the last three years and
Aklavik Stantons turned a profit of 230K in 2019. The total
cost to complete renovation started in 2017 was $355,786.
The store has seen a sales increase of over $1M or 36% since
renovation.

•

By June 30th Update, 2020:Net income, before taxes and
management fees up 23%, is 1.14M vs 0.92M in 2019.

•

November Update to the IRC Board: Stanton’s net income
before taxes has increased by 45% in 2020 vs 2019. Stanton
returned $900K in management fees YTD to IDC vs $750K
in 2019.

Inuvik sales up 0.7M (12%) vs 2019, Tuk sales up 0.7M (24%)
vs 2019, AK sales up 0.4M (21%) vs 2018. Total sales increase of
1.8M (17%) – 12.4M in 2020 vs 10.6M in 2019 
Stanton’s continues to utilize the GNWT wage top up program,
paying an extra $100K to beneficiary employees since April 2020.
Liquor commissions flat year over year. Several measures such as
limiting the number of customers at one time and social distancing
tools in the store have been put in place to reduce interaction with
staff and customers.
As of the end of October, Stanton’s has begun utilizing the courtesy
freight offered by IDC through Aklak to deliver groceries to
communities at Inuvik prices.
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IDC Tour to Ulukhaktok October 20
Aklak
Aklak cut 550K of operating expenses between YE 2016 and
YE 2019 (primarily from expenses related to discontinued sched
flights to Tuktoyaktuk with the ITH). Aklak made an after tax
profit of 109K vs 237K in 2019, including the government grant
and monthly wage subsidies. Without the federal and territorial aid,
Aklak lost approximately 285K. Aklak has returned 1.345M of
cash to IDC in the past 3 years (375K in management fees, 550K
in royalties, and 420K in loan repayments).
Given the COVID pandemic, both scheduled service and charter
revenue have been down significantly. After tax profits are down
by 39% vs 2019. In September, a contribution agreement with the
GNWT was approved for $1.59M allowing Aklak to resume pre
COVID scheduled service to all Inuvialuit communities.
The funding also provided Aklak the ability to fly groceries for
beneficiaries with no freight charge and to allow the community
corporations to arrange for charters at no charge to fly goods into
the communities.
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IDC Tour to Paulatuk with IDC Chair, and Aklak, Stantons, IDCC
IDC Construction (IDCC)
Kate Dunbar Manager, Operations IDC Construction (IDCC)
was in Paulatuk to take questions. IDC Construction (IDCC)
was formed in 2018 to acquire the assets of Nappaq and create a
construction company that is 100% Inuvialuit owned.
The following number of units - types of building have been built
throughout the ISR by IDCC/Nappaq:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sachs – 2 units, one Duplex
Ulukhaktok – 4 units, a 4-plex and Kayotuk Renovation 
Tuktoyaktuk – 9 units, a 4-plex, Duplex & one Tri-plex. A
second Duplex to be built in 2020.
Paulatuk – 4 units, a 4 plex (still under construction)
Inuvik – 11 units, a 6-plex, Duplex & a Tri-plex. Another
17 unit apartment building will be started this year
Aklavik – 4 units, two Duplexes

IDCC/Nappaq has employed 25 beneficiary employees over the
course of the recent builds and continues to recruit and provide
opportunities for apprenticeship in the carpentry trade(Inuvik 13,
Tuktoyaktuk 6, Aklavik 3 and Sachs Harbour 3). Currently IDCC
has 15 employees including management including 8 Inuvialuit,
2 Gwich’in and 2 local journeyman carpenters. IDCC is currently
seeking a project manager to be based out of Inuvik and a President.
IDCC/Nappaq has spent an estimated $11.8M throughout the ISR
on materials, trucking, sub-contracting, lodging and miscellaneous.
Other current projects in planning or construction:
•

•
•
•

•
•
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17-unit apartment building in Inuvik-drawings have been
reviewed by the OFM. Site work is complete, piles are
being designed and manufactured by Arctic Foundations and
will be installed in January. Steel structure including, doors,
windows, roof, and wall panels will be erected once the piles
are installed. Specialty piles are needed due to the poor soil
condition at the location.
Ulukhaktok Duplex- Project is on schedule with site work and
foundation complete and framing underway. Project expected
to be completed by July 2021.
Duplex in Tuktoyaktuk-Exterior cladding work and interior
drywall work has begun. Project expected to be completed
in January 2021.
School Renovation in Tuktoyaktuk-Mobilization is underway,
the site is being set up and secured. Piles have arrived,
surveying and site work is ongoing for the next few weeks.
Piles are expected to be installed before Christmas.
RCMP residential in Inuvik (DNA)-Foundation systems
arrived in Inuvik on October 26th.
Airport Terminal (DNA) We expect final Drawings from the
GNWT early in 2021. Delays have been on the design portion
and out of IDCC control. Minister of Infrastructure has made
commitments in the house referring to the negotiated contract
with DNA for this project. We expect to be breaking ground
in the summer of 2021 with completion in 2023. 

Inuvialuit Corporate Group Update

IDC Updates continued on Investments and Businesses
CNI
Canadian North has been able to secure significant funding for its
operations. IDC’s share of CNI losses this year are $0.5M, compared with $3M last year under 100% IDC ownership. IDC has
also earned $1.2M in interest, for a net profit from CNI in the year.
Kingsett
Kingsett had a decline in the year due to COVID.
WBM
WBM continues to be hit by COVID and low oil prices. Management has been working with WBM on ways to increase their
management fee payments to IDC. WBM is expected to return
$4M to $4.5M including interest in the year. Management is looking at COVID safe flight options to get to Toronto and meet with
potential buyers for a minority share of WBM as IDC continues
to find ways to pay down IDC debt.
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Inuvialuit Development Corporation Financial
Sanayut Engineering and Consulting
Sanayut continues to work with IDCC on the Federal Housing
project as well as providing support for ongoing bidding and
projects with IDCC. Since its inception in 2017, Sanayut has
continued to gain a market presence in the region and has expanded
it client base to include other GNWT departments, GTC, and other
Inukshuk projects in fall season:Inuvik Satellite Station Facility private businesses. Sanayut has contributed 30K in royalties over
legal survey for NNN. ($30K) A Topo survey for the Hamlet of the past 2 years and has Approx. 60K in anticipated royalty revenue
Tuk via Baird Engineering. ($60K).
in ongoing projects for 2020.
2021 work to include: Imperial Base Reclamation ($78K), Tuk
IDC Properties
road upgrade for EGT($60k)
Properties remains consistent with a 3-year annual average 5%
IDCA and PAIL
vacancy rate. Occupancy in our Commercial and residential
IDC Chairman assumed the role of Chairperson of IDCA.
portfolio is currently at 98% with only one vacancy in Lauron
Apartments. Properties currently employs 10 beneficiary
IDC Chairman appointed President of PAIL.
employees including two in management positions and 2
Signed an MOU with ATCO with a focus on the 2021 bid of the apprentices in carpentry and in the plumbing trade. IDC properties
 iling
North Warning System maintenance contract. Ongoing work has have generated $3.4M in cash to IDC in the past three years. P
been focused on lobby efforts to ensure the 2021 plan to re-tender inspection and remediation continue to be their largest expense.
the contract remains on track and to collectively lobby the Federal IDC properties has teamed with Sanayut to bring the engineering
Government to negotiate the contract with PAIL rather than going in house and create a long term plan to reduce the cost of both
engineering and labor. It is anticipated that the 2020 year end
to a tender process.
results should see a $200K savings vs budget on piling remediation.
A letter of intent has been signed with Indigenous Services Canada
for a contribution for the development of a bid for the North IDC Materials
Warning System contract. The CA is for $500K over two years. IDC materials (IDCM) is the latest business opportunity created
Current revenue for the Nasittuq joint venture is down $31K vs by IDC. Given the rapid growth in IDCC projects and the amount
2019, expenses are up slightly due to consulting work relating to of building materials required, IDC management recognized that
the North Warning bid. Due to shareholders balance owing to IDC it was time to consider buying wholesale as opposed to retail.
Several large wholesale companies where approached for pricing at
as of September 30,2020 is $109,879.00.
IDC realized purchasing direct would save 15%-25%. IDCM will
Arctic Oil and Gas
purchase materials wholesale and resell to IDCC for all projects at
Acquired 100% ownership in 2018. Signed a contract with ATCO a markup of 10%, thus still providing IDCC with a lower cost for
for the FOL maintenance and employ two full time beneficiaries materials than previously and creating another profitable entity.
for that project.Total revenue of $1.8M since 100% ownership, This is particularly beneficial when IDCM provides materials to
$120K contributed in management fees to IDC and additional cash IDCC for projects to be completed by DNA.
generation of $167K. AOGS employs 10 seasonal and part time
beneficiary employees through it’s catering and trucking operation. Delta North Alliance
Delta North Alliance (DNA) is a construction management
Current AOGS work includes:
company that was formed in 2019 as 50/50 partnership with
Trucking for Stanton’s to Tuktoyaktuk three times per week and the GDC. Our focus is on negotiating GNWT contracts in our
will begin two trips per week to Aklavik once the ice road is collective regions that would otherwise go to tender.The MOU
operational.
signed (below) with the GDC assures that all projects negotiated
Cleaning contract for Stanton’s. Maintenance and janitorial by DNA will be sub-contracted to IDCC, ensuring we continue to
contract at the FOL site in Inuvik.
build our capacity in the construction industry. 
Inukshuk Geomatics Celebrating 20 years!
Summer projects i ncluded: New North Survey in Inuvik - $30,000
GNWT 3km Prelim - $11,000, Baird Engineering survey support,
Golder Road survey support, Gruben’s Road survey support and
Mould Bay drone survey project.

Upcoming AOGS projects:
Camp services for approximately 30 clients for the Tuk School
project expected in early 2021.
Camp services for Imperial Oil remediation project starting in July
2021. Project anticipated to run for 75 days.
Right Photo: IDC Chair Patrick “Dang” Gruben and Gwich’in Tribal
Council (GTC) Grand Chief and President Ken Smith during the
signing of an MOU for Delta North Alliance in the ICG Umingmak
Boardroom.
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ICG Employees and IRC Board at the Ceremony and Videoconference

IRC – Operating Philosophy
The mandate and corporate goals of Inuvialuit Regional Corporation can only
be met through a strong commitment by all directors, officers, and employees
of the Inuvialuit Corporate Group to an operating philosophy of teamwork,
dedication and coordination of both planning and action. The focus of all
effort must be the improved well-being of Inuvialuit. This will be the core
criteria by which all corporate activities are measured.
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Inuvialuit Corporate Group Employee Long Service Awards
Kate Darling,
Special Advisor, 5-year
Kate was employed by IRC as a Legal Consultant in May of 2015,
hired out of Ottawa she moved to Inuvik with her two very young
children; determined to make an impact and provide the expert
legal advice, she balances her role as Special Advisor to the Chair
and full time Mom very carefully.
It is a hard to believe that Kate has been with the Inuvialuit
organization for only 5 years.
Her list of accomplishments and advocacy for Inuvialuit rights
has had tremendous impact. Within the first year of her employ
she was representing Inuvialuit in front of the Supreme Court of
Canada on the Clyde River case as the intervenor for the Inuvialuit
Regional Corporation.
Her role first and foremost is providing the best legal advice to the
Chair and IRC Board of Directors, providing legal support to all
Directors and Managers of the Corporation and its subsidiaries,
reviewing all new or amended pieces of federal and territorial
legislation and regulations to report any impact to the Inuvialuit
Final Agreement or impact to the Inuvialuit.

Joyce Banksland,
Student and Family Support
Joyce has been in the role of
the Student and Family Support
Worker (SFSW) ever since it
was introduced to the region
back in 2015. She is a valuable
asset to the community of
Ulukhaktok and has contributed
to many programs in the region.
Joyce also was a member of the
ACCESS Open Minds
committee, which
worked to improve
youth mental health
with better services
and opportunities.
S h e ’s c u r r e n t l y a
representative for the
Elders Committee
where she gets to
share her knowledge
and experiences.
We look forward to
Joyce’s ongoing ideas, contributions, and great sense of humour
with the SFSW and IRC team.

She negotiated the merger of First Air and Canadian North in 2017,
worked to secure significant local energy assets for Inuvialuit
benefit, she is participating in and developing all parameters of
the Inuvialuit Energy Security Project and is currently negotiating
with Canada, NWT and Yukon on Inuvialuit rights to the Offshore. Joyce sent a speech accepting her award, which was read by Colin :
These are just a few of the big-ticket items that Kate has worked
on or is working on, but she prefers her connection with the
communities including participation in Corporate Tours, any
support to Community Corporations or advising the Enrolment
Committee on all matters with enrolment to the Inuvialuit Trust.
Kate is now in the Calgary office full-time
but always available for any advice or
support.
Once we get through this pandemic, we shall
see her more regularly in Inuvik rather than
over Zoom.
Congratulations Kate and thank you for all
your efforts and providing great support
and advice!

Above: Kate Darling Rat Lake Road, Paulatuk in June 2017
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“Good afternoon my fellow co-workers: It is with great honour
to be recognized for my 5 years I have been with the Corporation.
It’s unfortunate I’m unable to be present during this time, due to
the pandemic. I would like to express my time, that it has been a
pleasure to be involved with a great corporation, mostly with the
type of job I have of being a support for our students of Ulukhaktok.
s
My goal is to see them grow and succeed. Yes in today’
modern world, they need us, and I couldn’t be any happier to work
with a corporation that support our community and the other ISR
communities. Quana all, I wish you well during this pandemic.
Be safe.”

Inuvialuit Corporate Group Update

ICG Recognizes staff in 5 Year Increments of Service each November

Clinton Gordon, Accounting Officer, 5 year
Clinton has been a valued member of the Accounting Department
for the last five years. Clinton is always eager to grow in his role.
He has shown this eagerness through his willingness to take on
new challenges such as playing a major role in the Craft Store,
his willingness to act as a mentor to others in the accounting
department and his completion of numerous accounting courses,
earning a certificate this year, congratulations.
Clinton is a great team player and is always willing to help others
in the accounting department and the rest of the IRC but don’t be
surprised if he asks you for five bucks for the help.

Jennifer Parrott, Director of ISCC 5 Year
Mrs. Parrott previously supported the Inuvialuit Regional
Corporation as their Research Manager and Spatial Project
Coordinator. During this time, she spearheaded the development
of an internal research division and co-produced a series of
data management systems which promote knowledge exchange
between Inuit, academia and government. She also developed an
internal system for knowledge mobilization which has prepared the
Inuvialuit to integrate with partnering data management systems.
She is currently representing the Inuvialuit on a series of national
and international committees including: Arctic Data Committee,
Senior level Inuit-GOC Clean Growth/Climate Change Table,
National Inuit Data Management Committee, Inuit Qaujisarvingat
National Committee and Chairs the National Inuit Climate
Change Committee. Mrs. Parrott is an advocate for Inuit selfdetermination, local capacity building and evidence-based decision
making within the Inuvialuit Settlement Region. She has acquired
funds and introduced several student/mentorship opportunities
in research for Inuvialuit beneficiaries (inside and outside the
Inuvialuit Settlement Region). Locally, Mrs. Parrott is currently
elected as Chair of the Inuvik District Education Authority (3-year
term) and Vice-Chair of the Beaufort Delta Education Council
(1-year term). Additionally, she actively supports youth STEM
opportunities through coaching the Beaufort Delta Science Team,
mentoring youth, and volunteering as the Chief Judge/Chief Ethics
Officer of the Beaufort Delta Regional Science Fair.
Rhonda John, Child First Initiative (SFSW for Aklavik)
Rhonda has been in the role of the Student and Family Support
Worker (SFSW) from when it was introduced to the region back
in 2015 until March 2020. Since then, she has been working as the
Child First Initiative Regional Coordinator supporting youth and
family, especially during a Global Pandemic. During her time as
SFSW, Rhonda is always seeking fun and interactive activities to
promote youth wellness and engagement. Rhonda is always eager
to learn and develop her skills, as she has participated in a long list
of training and certifications along the way, including becoming a
ASIST and SafeTALK trainer, and has completed her Counselling
Diploma. We look forward to Rhonda’s continued success at IRC
and in the community!
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10 and 15 Year Awards
Glenna Noksana, ILA Land Use Application Coordinator,
10 Years of Service
In 2010, Glenna Noksana started out with the Inuvialuit Land
Administration (ILA) as a Receptionist who showed
through her tenure, commitment to her job and family,
always had a positive attitude with the staff, and as she
became more knowledgeable about ILA, improved
ILA client services. As she became familiar with ILA’s
land management practices, when staff were away,
she had no problems taking on their responsibilities
where and when needed. She demonstrated her
commitment to IRC through a pursuit of an accounting
accreditation while maintaining her job performance
while completing her course requirements. Over the
years in her role, she has shown her ability to learn
rapidly and adapt to changing situations during periods
of organizational change.
With the recognition of her knowledge and experience
gained over the years with ILA, in 2019, Glenna was
offered the promotion to take on the role as the ILA
Land Use Application Coordinator which she gladly
accepted. She continues to excel in her position with her
initiative to satisfy clients, co-workers, and managers.
Glenna is an important contributor to the on-going
success of the ILA.
Susan Peffer, Resolution Health Support Worker,
10 Years of Service
Susan Peffer has been working in the IRC Health & Wellness
Division since 2010 as a Resolution Health Support Worker.
As an RHSW,
Susan works
with residential
school and
intergenerational
school survivors
in the Beaufort
Delta Region.
Susan has
been providing
support and
facilitating
w o r k s h o p
throughout our
region and other Inuvialuit throughout Canada on steps they can
take to be at peace with themselves. In 2019 Susan received her
‘Diploma of Professional Counselling’ for the Vancouver College
of Counsellor Training while still maintaining her regular work.
The work that she continues to do is invaluable and her passion
too for people and her work brings people to feel a sense of worth
and promise in the continued field of Wellness.
We are proud to have Susan on our team!
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Tom C.Elanik, Carpenter,
15 Years of Service
Tom Elanik has been employed as a Carpenter with IDC since
2005. Tom’s strengths are knowledge
in the carpentry skills needed for
the maintenance needed, and his
leadership on the carpentry projects.
As a Licensed Carpenter, his
dedication to the trade is demonstrated
in his knowledge and skills within the
maintenance group.
Tom has a diverse background and
as a valued member of the Properties
Maintenance Team is known as a
“jack of all trades”. He is a strong
leader and mentor on all carpentry
projects and has been instrumental in
assisting with IDC’s apprenticeship
program, working closely with our
employees as they work towards the
Carpentry trade.
Through the years, Tom’s hard work
and excellent skills have been called
upon regularly. Thank you for all that
you do Tom, Congratulations!
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COVID allocations with Indigenous Community Support Fund

Immediate Relief for Elders Inuvialuit Elders residing across Canada and over 60 years automatically received increased support
from IRC to help securely meet their household expenses for food and cleaning supplies. = $1 M

Food baskets- Needy Households were provided with a store voucher for basic food provisions and cleaning supplies. All Inuvialuit
households anywhere in Canada could apply, and vouchers were provided in cheque to those outside the Region.= $1.5 M

New COVID aid opened November 30 and only households outside the Region could apply. Support is going automatically to those
households who previously accessed food baskets.
Wood and/or ice for Elders homes =$200,000
Direct Program Support to Community Corporations = $200,000
Community Harvests = $550,000
Country Food – CCs and distributed to beneficiaries in Urban centres: Muktuk, berries, dryfish = $40,000
On the Land (First response to COVID) vouchers for food and gas (over 1130 households participated multiplied by different
seasons) Qitchirvik On the Land vouchers for families spending Christmas on the land Over $1M to date
Community Freezers = $700,000
Harvesting and Household Equipment: 4 skidoos were provided for each community (Tuk, Aklavik, Inuvik will be delivered when
ice crossings are open), along with ice augers, generators, chain saws, life jackets = $763,000
Fishnets = $60,000

Youth kits 1000 Educational kits (age 0-18) = $183,000

Medical Kits = $200,000

Household Cleaning Packages=$68,000		

Sewing material = $260,000
Sewing Material to Shelters= $10,000
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Illatnilu, Ilaannilu, Ilaanilu
COVID-19 Resources
Inuvialuit Corporate Offices
***If you are experiencing any symptoms, especially fever or Inuvialuit Corporate Office offices now require health check at the
cough or to be tested, please CALL public health and health centre first floor security desk and mask, 867 777-7000.
phone numbers in your community for guidance:
Inuvialuit Cultural Centre (ICRC) is providing services by mail,
• Aklavik 867-978-2516
email, phone and accepting walk-ins by appointment only, call
867 777-2595.
• Inuvik: 777-2646 or CALL 777-8000
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation Craft Shop
• Paulatuk 867-580-3231
Please be advised that IRC’s Craft Shop is open by appointment
only to the public at this time. IRC is promoting physical distancing
• Sachs Harbour 867-690-4181
and requires all customers to wear masks to prevent COVID-19.
• Tuktoyaktuk 867-977-2321
Contact Lorna Elias 777-7003 or email: lelias@inuvialuit.com
with your questions or to schedule an appointment to shop.
• Ulukhaktok 867-396-3111
Inuvialuit Business List (IBL)
Join the IBL or update your Inuvialuit business contact information.
*You can email protectnwt@gov.nt.ca or call 1 833 378-8297 Businesses can contact Tara Day, Communications Coordinator
to report anyone not following self-isolation requirements after Tel: (867) 777-7056 and tday@inuvialuit.com
travel, and call 811 or email covid@gov.nt.ca with your questions.
Wills and Estates
Current advice from GNWT: https://www.gov.nt.ca/covid-19/
IRC Legal has been working on a project to ensure beneficiaries,
starting with Elders, have access to legal professionals who can
Government of Canada: www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/ prepare a Will and other estate documents.
diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid-19.html Canada has a
COVID-19 Information telephone # you can call: 1 833 784-4397 This service was offered successfully in Tuktoyaktuk, Aklavik and
Inuvik in 2020 as a pilot. IRC plans to offer further sessions by
The World Health Organization has updates: https://www.who.int/ appointment in the remaining communities in 2021.
emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public
Should you wish to be considered for this project, please
Self-Isolation, Quarantine
contact Evan Pound, Legal Counsel for the Inuvialuit Regional
Self-isolate means to stay at home and self monitor for symptoms Corporation at 867-777-7065, and he will be happy to provide
for 14 days, a requirement if you have had potential exposure, further information.
travelled or are coming in from anywhere outside the NWT. If
you are returning to a smaller community in the ISR, you need to Enrolment
serve this quarantine period in Inuvik (or in Yellowknife).
IRC’s Enrolment supports Beneficiaries in applying for Direct
Deposit electronic fund transfer (EFT) for Distribution Payments
General COVID-19 Advice:
and/or Elders Benefit Payments at all times of year. You can also
The most important advisory is currently to physically distance, register Inuvialuit children at any time and are strongly encouraged
avoid crowds and gathering and wash hands well with soap and to register children with IRC. *Those turning 18 years of age by
water. If you develop symptoms, remember to quarantine and April 30, 2021 should complete a Enrolment Application by March.
isolate yourself from members of your household immediately
and call to contact public health at the phone numbers at top of Please contact the Enrolment team at their email:
enrolment@inuvialuit.com 
this page for guidance. 
•

Shortness of breath, Call 911
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